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Front-page News

Some events of the day

The sweet description of women by Loredana Cont

Loredana Cont (photo) was born in Switzerland but lives
now in Rovereto. Since she was young, she has been
writing brilliant texts, in the dialect of Trentino,
subsequently translated in other dialects’ variations, and
performed in many Theatres throughout Italy.

It starts with the reading, in the vocabulary, of
the etymology of "Woman", meaning "mistress"
in Latin. The soundtrack "Donne" – the famous
song by the Italian artist Zucchero –
accompanies the show, based on irony and wit,
touching off laughter. The actress and author
Loredana Cont goes onstage tonight, at 9.00
p.m. at Padiglione Manifestazioni in Soraga, and
presents her monologue "Chi dice donna..cossa
diselo?" (Who speaks woman..what’s saying?).
Cont investigates on woman’s role and the
relationship with the man, tells proverbs on
women and quotes some famous women.
Everything is told with a marked sense of
humour. The show captivates the public from
the beginning till the end, and gives a cause for
reflection once you leave the room.

Mini Dolomites Skyrace
Canazei
4.00 pm – Piaz Marconi here we are, at the third
edition that lures the youngsters who are fans of
mountain dashes. The event is for the under 17,
subdivided in categories, and starts and arrives in
the centre of the village. At the end of the race,
there’s a snack for the participants.

Fiorentina dares Team Trentino
Moena
5.30 pm – Football field Benatti. The 1st friendly
match of the Fiorentina’s summer training camp.
Cost: 10€ adults, 7€ 6-12 years old, free under 6.

The night of Musicals
Pozza di Fassa
8.45 pm – Oratory Theatre. Songs, cheerfulness and
sharing characterize the night dedicated to the
voluntaries of international solidarity.

Amazing hikes

Passepartout

From Col dei Rossi to Passo
Fedaia

The fascinating moments of
"Cucaloch"

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

This is an "Amazing walk" starting from Canazei:
by the lift facilities (ropeways), you reach Col
dei Rossi. Descend towards Refuge Belvedere
and ramble rightward to the meadow, then in the
dirt road till Refuge Fredarola at 2.388 m (0,20
h). Follow path no.601, mainly flat till Refuge
Viel dal Pan at 2.432 m (0,40 h). Go ahead for a
quite long stretch, enjoying the landscape over
Tofane. You will come to a crossroads: descend
rightwards and diagonally to the dam. You
should pay attention to cover the last stretch
cautiously because of its incline. You will exit on
the state road to Passo Fedaia in front of the
Refuge Marmolada "E. Castiglioni" (1,20 h; 2
hrs.). You reach Canazei by bus: the bus stop is
exactly at the end of the path.

Elio Vadagnini, Livio Vadagnini, Alberto
Degiampietro, Ennio Adami are the "Cucaloch",
Ladin for "people staring with curiosity". The 4
men from Moena are passionate photographers
Val di Fassa’s nature, pictured in beautiful
instants, which are not easy to catch by the
majority of people. The valley, in this way,
becomes the protagonist of the exhibition
"Momenc" (Ladin for "moments"), opened until
today (5.00 – 7.00 p.m.) at the Centro Navalge
in Moena. You should not miss the possibility
look at landscapes, flowers, animals and details
of the valley. These specifics, caught by the
photographers’ lens, arouse emotions and
depict real nature’s poems and the authenticity
of Mother Nature.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
Ancient documents prove that before the nineteenth Century a big quantity of wood from Val Di Fassa
had been sent to Venezia’s arsenal. The practice was interrupted once the city lost its political
autonomy. At the end of the nineteenth Century the wood trade was particularly flourishing. Logs
were transported along the Avisio River to Val di Fiemme, and from here put in wagons direction
Verona for the trade of factory materials. Other wood was cut in boards from local sawmills, and
then sold in local fairs.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

21/07/2013 (8.30 am)
Sellaronda MTB. Booking at "Sport
Check Point" (hike against payment).
Canazei

21/07/2013 (9.00 am)
Along the shepherds’ paths. "Sport
Check Point" (hike against payment).
Campitello di Fassa
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